
 

Calling all UBC secret agents, you have been activated 

Your arch rival and nemesis has finally surfaced in England, he has started to talk to and 

form together all the heads of rival factions into one super criminal family called. 

  

  

There are many secret and dangerous tentacles to this organisation, your mission is to find 

and destroy them. 

Good hunting and good luck 

 P 
 

 

 

 

 

 



Scene One -  Intro 

 

 

Believe it or not all MI6 agents really do have to practice the quick fire turn and fire move that you see at the start of 

the James Bond movies. So the first thing that James has on his agenda for this month is to attend his monthly 

firearms proficiency testing to ensure he still has what it takes. 

 

 

 

Scene Two – Friend or Foe 

 

James Bond has been tasked with ensuring that the Octoquad don’t take their toll of MI6 agents. James and many of 

his friends have been invited to a masked ball in Vienna but there are many of his adversaries also present. He will 

have to use all his skills to find out who is behind the masks and take out as many villains as possible. 

 

 



Scene Three -  Head and Body 

 

 

 

Having done a good job in the ballroom, James thought he would have an easy journey home but walking down the 

drive to his car he comes across 3 more adversaries waiting for him outside. 

They are no problem though and he takes care of all 3 with a series of rapid head and body shots. 

 

Scene  Four – Hostages 

 

 

 

Well Octoquad have really gone for it this time. All of them have got together and have kidnapped the 6 actors who 

have played  James Bond over the years. They say these actors are so rich that their relative must pay a massive 

ransom immediately. 

What they haven’t bargained on is that you have been called upon to take them all out. You will have to be careful 

though as they have the 6 actors hidden amongst their group. 

 

 

 



Scene Five – Dangerous Duo 

 

 

 

James did his best to get all the Octoquad members but he missed two and they went off to plan retribution. 

It was a month later that they turned up knocking on his door. James knew this was going to be another rapid fire 

action shoot if he was going to finish them once and for all. 

 

Scene Six – Strung Up 

 

 

 

Well they finally captured James Bond and they have hung him up by a rope. Your colleagues have set airbags below 

the Octoquad building. They have called you in because you have been boasting that you can actually do one of 

those shots like in the cowboy films where the hero is sat on his horse waiting with a rope round his neck. You 

reckon you can fire your rifle and hit the rope with one shot and release him. 

Well are you feeling lucky. 
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